S2 L1 Data Segments for Days 28 - 30 (Mar 13 16:00 UTC - Mar 16 16:00 UTC)

**Day 28 (Mar 13 16:00 UTC - Mar 14 16:00 UTC):**

- ALL
- CLEAN
- OUTSIDE_S2
- MISSING_RAW
- MICH_FILT
- AS_PD_SATURATION
- ASQ_LARGE2P
- DAQ_DROPOUT
- NONSTAND_CTRLS
- MISSING_RDS
- INVALID_TIMING
- CALIB_LINE_NO_RDS_V03
- ASQ_OUTLIER_CLUSTER
- ASQ_OUTLIER_CORRELATED
- ASQ_LOWBAND_OUTLIER
- ASQ_UPPERBAND_OUTLIER
- NO_CALIB_LINE
- GROWLY
- CLEAN

**Day 29 (Mar 14 16:00 UTC - Mar 15 16:00 UTC):**

- ALL
- CLEAN
- OUTSIDE_S2
- MISSING_RAW
- MICH_FILT
- AS_PD_SATURATION
- ASQ_LARGE2P
- DAQ_DROPOUT
- NONSTAND_CTRLS
- MISSING_RDS
- INVALID_TIMING
- CALIB_LINE_NO_RDS_V03
- ASQ_OUTLIER_CLUSTER
- ASQ_OUTLIER_CORRELATED
- ASQ_LOWBAND_OUTLIER
- ASQ_UPPERBAND_OUTLIER
- NO_CALIB_LINE
- GROWLY
- CLEAN

**Day 30 (Mar 15 16:00 UTC - Mar 16 16:00 UTC):**

- ALL
- CLEAN
- OUTSIDE_S2
- MISSING_RAW
- MICH_FILT
- AS_PD_SATURATION
- ASQ_LARGE2P
- DAQ_DROPOUT
- NONSTAND_CTRLS
- MISSING_RDS
- INVALID_TIMING
- CALIB_LINE_NO_RDS_V03
- ASQ_OUTLIER_CLUSTER
- ASQ_OUTLIER_CORRELATED
- ASQ_LOWBAND_OUTLIER
- ASQ_UPPERBAND_OUTLIER
- NO_CALIB_LINE
- GROWLY
- CLEAN